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Executive Summary 
 

Mobile has become a cornerstone of the global economy; use of mobile applications continues to 

grow rapidly. The concept of there being an app for everything has only moved further away from 

being a joke, and closer towards becoming a reality. Nowadays, mobile applications has is being 

integrated in every business process due to its mobility and efficiency. However, security when it 

comes to mobile application is still under process and is still relatively new in the world of 

information security and everyday mobile applications are being hacked by people and vital and 

crucial information are being stolen without the company noticing it until it is too late. 

Due to this, the group chose mobile application as our machine project to scan and fix some 

vulnerabilities that are risky and crucial.  The group must pick one project from the team members’ 

previous pbl projects and the group chose LTW Marketing created by one of the team members. 

The LTW Marketing application is an app that could simplify the workload of the LTW Marketing 

by featuring monitoring system onto different transactions done by the said company.  To help 

both the customers of LTW Marketing and its suppliers. 

The group will use Kuiwan as our vulnerability scanner since there are only few vulnerability 

scanners for mobile applications that is available right now. Kiuwan is the Optimyth cloud solution 

for the Certification, Management and Government of the quality and productivity of the source 

code of your business critical application portfolios. The group will use Android ADT and Eclipse 

Helios in applying the changes and fixes needed for the chosen mobile application. 

 

Methodology 
 

Vulnerability Scanner 

 

The group will use Kiuwan (https://www.kiuwan.com) since it is one of the most accessible 

mobile application vulnerability scanner available right now.  

The source code analyses done by Kiuwan are oriented to measure, analyze and verify the quality 

of the code of your applications portfolios, providing, immediately, essential results and reports of 

the analyzed code. Kiuwan analyzes more than a dozen technologies and provides the following 

capabilities: 

 Source code static analysis, either locally —through a downloadable agent— or in the 

cloud —uploading the code to Kiuwan site—, based on a set of own analyzers. 

 Procurement of software quality metrics —number of violations, complexity, design, 

volumetric. 

 Detection of duplicate code. 

https://www.kiuwan.com/


 Procurement of software quality indicators, necessary for the governance and management 

of the software applications portfolio —Risk associated with the structural quality of the 

code, Quality index, Effort to target, Technical debt. 

 Visualization, through dashboards, of the obtained results.  

 Suggestion of modifications —'Action Plan'— that reduce code maintenance effort and 

therefore its TCO, with the option to export this plan to an issue tracking tool. 

 Historical results of the analysis. 

 Comparison of the results with other applications. 

 Automatic reports at executive and detailed level generation. 

 Grouping of applications in portfolios capability. 

 Categorization of the applied rules and metrics. 

 Supports and management of recognized Quality Models by the industry or elaborated by 

customers. 

 

Implementation of Changes and Testing 

 

The group will use Android ADT and Eclipse Helios in implementing and testing the changes 

within the source code to fix the vulnerabilities found by Kuiwan. Android Development Tools 

(ADT) is a plugin for the Eclipse IDE that extends the capabilities of Eclipse to let you quickly set 

up new Android projects, create an application UI, add packages based on the Android Framework 

API, debug your applications using the Android SDK tools, and even export signed (or 

unsigned) .apk files in order to distribute your application. In addition to Eclipse's standard editor 

features, ADT provides custom XML editors to help you create and edit Android manifests, 

resources, menus, and layouts in a form-based or graphical mode. Double-clicking on an XML file 

in Eclipse's package explorer opens the appropriate XML editor. You can edit Android-specific 

XML files (such as a layout or manifest) in both a graphical mode and also an XML markup mode. 

You can switch between these modes with the pair of tabs at the bottom of each custom XML 

editor. In addition, some special file types that don't have custom editors, such as drawables, 

animations, and color files offer editing enhancements such as XML tag completion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Key Findings 
 

Kiuwan Scan (before) 

 

 

 

First Vulnerability and Fix 

 



Description 

Description OWASP ESAPI Secure Coding Guidelines (ESAPI SCG) include a set of banned APIs in J2EE framework, and 

recommends replacing them by equivalent, more secure replacements. The list of "banned" APIs and their 

recommended replacementes in ESAPI are: BAN001 - System.out.println(), replace by Logger.*  

Code OPT.JAVA.SEC_JAVA.ESAPIBannedRule 

Reference https://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI  

 *the description, code and reference of the vulnerability/violation was provided by Kiuwan 

Fix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI


Second Vulnerability and Fix 

 

 

 

Description 

Description All variables must be used. 

Code OPT.JAVA.CNU.EVNU 

Reference Optimyth (http://www.optimyth.com) 

Benefits An un-used variable may indicates a logical defect in a method, in which case it should be rewrited to take into 

account the un-used variable. If the variable was left by accident when its use was erased, it would be better to 

delete it. 

 *the description, code and reference of the vulnerability/violation was provided by Kiuwan 



Fix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Third Vulnerability and Fix 

 

 

 

 

Description 

 

Description Android Cursor in a local-method must be explicity closed in the 'finally' block. Non closing cursors explicitely 

may result in a resource leakage condition. Rule demands to close the cursor in the same method where it was 

opened, in a finally block. 

Code OPT.JAVA.ANDROID.SQLResources 

Reference ANDROID DESIGN PATTERNS - http://www.androiddesignpatterns.com/2012/05/correctly-managing-your-

sqlite-database.html 

*the description, code and reference of the vulnerability/violation was provided by Kiuwan 



Fix 

 

 

Kiuwan Scan (After) 

 

 



Application (Screenshot) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 
 

Using Kiuwan as the vulnerability scanner for LTW Marketing, the group was given a report 

showing the defects or vulnerabilities the source code of the application has as well as the 

description of the vulnerability, and benefits if it is fixed. After applying the fix needed to some of 

the applications vulnerabilities, the latest scans shown a lower number of Defects and Very High 

risks compared to the first scan, meaning the scan and the fix works. The team tested the 

application after applying the fixes using an android phone running on Android Jellybean and the 

application is fully functioning with no errors or crashes due to the fix. 
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